Found Object Art

Creative Center

7/1/20
WEEK 1: CHANCE

ARTIST INSPIRATION:

GEORGE HERMS

Born 1935

Hanging Saw Blade,

1997
Triangle

1996
Seasons III

1995
Lymphatic Vessel
2008
For Dizzy

1993
Light, Cone, Rose 2005
Garlic Landscape
1997
Baroque

2011
What we will need today........all are not required - work with what you have......

- scissors/knife
- wire cutter
- tape
- paint
- string
- pins
- marker
- pencil
- clips
- wire
- glues
Grab some wire, string and pins if you have. TWIST TIES work great too!!
Collect the first 7-10 things around your space that draw your attention or seem interesting.
Combine the objects found by chance through a variety of techniques......
STACKING
INSERTING
CUT AND INSERT
USE SCISSORS IF YOU DON’T FEEL SAFE WITH A KNIFE
PINNING
PIN FABRIC, WOOL OR PAPER
WRAPPING WITH WIRE
WRAPPING WITH STRING
WHEN IN DOUBT, USE GLUE :)}